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A slash (/) between dates representing years indicates a crop year or 

financial year, e.g. 1971/72. | 

Reference to "tons" indicates metric tons, unless otherwise stated. 

Reference to "dollars" (t) indicates United States dollars, unless other- 

wise stated. 

The following abbreviations are used in this report! 

EIL       Engineers India Limited I 

R.H.      relative humidity 

cP centipoise 

cSt        centist okes 
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The designations employed and the presentation of the material in this 

publication do not imply ths axprassion of any opinion whatsoavar on tha part of      f 

the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any 

country,  territory, city or area or of its authorities,  or concerning the 

delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. 

Mention of company names and products does not imply endorsement by the | 

United Nations Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO). 
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suwuRr 

A short background of the project "Process ftigineering (Petrochemicals 

and Fertilizers)" (H>/lHD/7l/047) given in the introduction explains the changes 

in the situation for th« production of synthetic fibres owing to the oil crisis. 

11M introduction also contains lists of the .-nain prcduoers of synthetios in 

India and the oompanies to which letters of intent have been issued. 

The work of Bigineers India Limited (EIL),  the main engineering company 
*.n India,  is described.     The steps taken by EIL in the direction of basic engineer- 

ing,   especially for Nylon 6, during tiie last 12 months are reviewed and recom- 

mendations are made for continuing this work and for involving EIL in a pilot- 

plant project for SASMIRA in Bombay.    The annexes indicate the scope of the 

engineering work to be done for a nylon plant. 

J 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the project "Process Ihgineering (Petrochemicals and 

Fertilizers)" (DP/IND/71/047) was to strengthen the process-engineering manpower 

of India and to help in the designing of planned petrochemical,  petroleum re- 

fining,   synthetic fibre and fertilizer plants.    The project was  requested by the 

Government of India in July 1971  and approved by the United Nations Development 

Programme (UNDP)  with the United Nations  Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) 

ai executing agency.    The project received a budget allocation of 180,000. 

The project  experts were to assist  the Engineers India Limited (EIL),  a 

Government of India undertaking under the Ministry of Petroleum and Chemicals, 

in training Indian engineers in process  engineering.    At the time the project 

was appro ved, EIL was expected to be involved in engineering work for mor^ than 

8 synthetic fibre plants of the planned 13 projects for which letters of intent 

had been issued.    Most of the projects were intended for the production of 

polyamides (Nylon 6).    However,   there was a sharp and unanticipated increase in 

oil prices in 1973/74.    As a result,  the Government of India did not license any 

new synthetic fibre plants because of the tremendous shortage in both raw materials 

and foreign exchange.    Accordingly,  the project was revised and the total UNDP 

contribution was reduced to $33,500 in July 1975» 

The situation varies for the three main areas of production of man-made 

fibres - polyamides,  polyesters and acrylics.    Polyamides are produced by seven 

established factories with a total licensed capacity of 25,000 tons/year for 

1972,  although the production in that year was only 11,000 tons.    A production 

target for ¡978/79 of 32,000 tons/year is set to meet the projected requirement 1. 

The main producers and yearly production of nylon filament yarn are! 

Producer 

J. K. Synthetics Ltd, Kota 

Oarware Nylon Limited 

Nirlon Synthetics,Fibres and 
Chemicals Ltd (Bombay) 

Modipon Limited (Modinagar) 

Century Bnka Ltd (Poona) 

Shree Synthetics Ltd (Ujjain) 

Stretch Fibres Ltd (Nagpur) 

Thou »and tons 

3.84 

2 

252 

2.2 

0.72 

1.10 

0.54 

I 

i 
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Letters of intent for a production of 2,100 tons/year each have been 

issued to: 

Industrial Development Corporation Orissa Ltd ( Bhubaneshwar, Orissa) 

Assam Industrial Development Corporation Limited (Gauhati, Assam) 

M.P.  Audigik Vikas Nigam Ltd (Bhopal, M.P. ) 

Haryana State Industrial Development Corporation Ltd (Chandigarh,  Haryana) 

Mysore State  Industrial Investment and Development  Corporation Ltd 
(Bangalore,  Mysore) 

Gujarat Industrial  Investment Corporation Limited (Baroda, Gujarat) 

Tamil Nadu Industrial  Development  Corporation Lid  (Tamil Nadu) 

Andhra Pradesh Industrial Development Corporation Ltd (Hyderabad, A.P.) 

Kerala State Industrial Development Corporation Ltd (Trivandrum,  Kerala) 

Bihar State Imi'¡trial Development Corporation Ltd (Patna,  Bihar) 

Punjab State Industrie. Development Corporation Ltd (Chandigarh Punjab) 

West Bengal State Industrial Development Corporation Ltd (Calcutta) 

U. P.  State Industrial Development Corporation Ltd (Kanpur) 

The only producer of nylon staple fibre is J.  K.  Synthetics Limited 

(Kota,   Rajasthan) with a capacity of four tons/day. 

It is easy for a producing company to increase its capacity simply by 

copying the existing machinery,  whereas a new company needs a licence either 

bought  abroad for foreign currency or from an indigenous  licensor and engineering 

company.    To bridge this gap,  EIL was selected by the Government of India to 

establish a synthetic-fibre engineering group.    EIL,   a design and consultancy 

organization,  was established on 15 March 1965 as a joint  venture of the 

Government of India and Bechtel Corporation of the United States of America to 

provide process design and detailed engineering services,  procurement assistance, 

construction supervision,  commissioning assistance and related services for 

setting up petroleum refineries, petrochemical and chemical plants and ferti- 

lizer plants.     In 1967 the Government of India bought out the shares of Bechtel 

BO that EIL is now fully government-owned. 

EIL has a total of 1,900 employees of whom approximately 5OO are engineers} 

about  12 engineers are currently working in the synthetic fibre section. 
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I. FINDINGS 

The main activities of the project were to strengthen process-engineering 

know-how in the design of synthetic fibre plants and to train counterpart per- 

sonnel in procesa design of synthetic fibre plants.    To achieve these objectives, 

work covered the typical tasks and fields of engineering,  e.g.    preparation of 

baBic data book, process flow sheets for several types of plants,  procese des- 

cription for the several sections, process diagrams,  and calculation of the 

process such as material  balances and heat balances. 

In addition,  consideration was given to other activities that arise during 

the planning period,  such as preparation of a general bid inquiry check-list and 

factors related to the sel9ction of licensors. 

As the complete engineering work for a Nylon-6 plant contains many more 

items than could be included in the training course (see annex I),  areas of 

particular importance were identified and treated more intensively.    Roughly 

80 to 90 per cent of the total  engineering work can be done by EIL directly 

without any outside help;    it has an especially strong capability for detailed 

engineering if it is supported by the basic engineering work of a well-established 

company. 

II. RECOMMENDATIONS 

To meet the anticipated future demand in synthetic fibres, appropriate 

steps should be taken as early as possible to further strengthen EIL capability 

in this field.    More man-hours should be devoted to some of the synthetic fibre 

projects which although not yet fixed may still be considered likely to be 

realized in future years. 

Man-hours should be spent in preparing a pilot-plant project for polyester 

and nylon,  including the preparation of test rows which could be run in the pilot 

plant and the process description of all the various conditions that might 

materialize in order to measure the influence of several parameters. 

To strengthen process-engineering know-how in the design of synthetic 

fibre plants it would be useful to involve EIL*s engineering capacity during 

the planning period for the UNDP/Federal Republic of Germany pilot plant for 

SASMIRA.    Training courses abroad and in India in oonnsxion with that project 

should be implemented,  if possible within the resources available for the project. 
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Annex I 

SCOPE OP ENGINEERING WORK POR A NYLON-6 PLANT 

A. General engineering 

1. Preliminary specifications of equipment and. services for erection 
and operation of the plant. 

2. Schedules,  giving dates for customer's and supplier's deliveries 
of equipment  and services. 

3. Supervision of erection and start-up of the  plant by supplier's 
personnel (after the  conclusion of a separate  contract for erection 
and start-up). 

4. Erection programme,  including details on erection personnelf  tools 
and erection materials. 

5. Plan for the  start-up of the plant. 

6. Details on personnel required for the operation of the plant. 

7. Details on type and quantity of spare parts to be kept continuously 
on stock. 

8. General instructions for installation of equipment and machinery, 
for piping and insulation of plant parts as well as for all  tightness 
checks. 

9«      If required,   recommendations  for plant organization with hints for 
keeping an operation diary. 

B. Process engineering 

1. General description of the plant with explanation of the process, 
limits of capacity and subdivision into different plant stages. 

2. Process flowsheet for production plant. 

3. Diagram showing quantities of raw material input and product output, 
with by-products and losses. 

4. Raw and auxiliary material requirements specifications for the 
operation of the plant. 

5«      Detailed process flowsheet with indication of all measuring and 
control points and schematic piping system for product utilities 
as well as raw and auxiliary materials. 

6.      Process schedules for plants or plant sections operated batchwise. 

7«      Detailed description of the process. 

8. Insofar as required,  detailed spin and twist tables as well as 
flowsheet giving quantities of intermediate and final products for 
the individual textile processing Btages. 

9. Details of transportation and transportation meanB within the plant, 
with transportation schedule. 

10. Plant parts lists for the complete scope of delivery. 

11. Instructions for start-up, Bhut-down, operation with reduced capacity, 
maintenance and periodical overhauls, as well as for stepB to be taken 
in case of plant failure, including specification of operation data. 
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12. Methods and instructions for quality control of raw materials 
as well as intermediate and final products. 

13. Requirement and specification of power and utilities required for 
the operation of the plant. 

14*      Peak values of power and utility supply system. 

13*      Recommendations for provision of emergency power supply. 

16.      Information on inlet and outlet of power and utilities in the 
different production stages. 

17*      Details and specification of effluents. 

18.      Recommendations for packaging and storage of final produot as well 
as for required auxiliary means. 

19«      Safety instructions based on local safety regulations. 

C.    Equipment layout 

1. Preliminary sketches of items of equipment and/or data sheets with 
leading discussions, materials of construction, operating pressura 
and temperature, fare, weight, normal operating weight and overload 
weight. 

2. Preliminary equipment layout within the preliminary building plani. 

3«      Final installation drawings,  including all necessary ground plans 
and elevations. 

4.      Detail drawings for framing and supports for equipment items. 

5«      Details of openings required for the provision of flooring grids 
for the individual steel stagings. 

6.      Documentation drawings for the equipment of the suppliers delivery 
to facilitate spare parts identification and overhauls. 

7«      Individual operating instructions for équipaient and maohinery to be 
delivered, including characteristic curves,  descriptions of funotions, 
special instructions for assembly, operation, maintenance and 
lubrication,  sectional views for spare parta lists. 

J 
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Annex II 

BASIC DESIGN DATA POR NYLON-6 FILAMENT YARN PLANT 

A.     Unit capacity 

1. The plant  capacity ie considered ae 6 tons of 
Nylon-6 filament yarn per day. 

Based on an onstream period of 8,000 hours per 
annum,  the plant capacity would be 2,000 tona 
per annum. 

2. The production programme would be according 
to the following product mix: 

Monofilament: 

300 tone per annum of 15 denier 

700 tons per annum of 20 denier 

Multifilament: 

600 tons per annum of 40 denier 

400 tons per annum of 16 denier 

3*    Monomer recovery is considered both from solid 
waste as well as extraction water.    The capacity 
of monomer recovery section is based on 300 tons 
per annum of recovered caprolactam. 

B.    Yields 

1. Design of the plant is based on the production 
of semi-dull chips and yarn. 

2. The polymerization reactor outlet stream shall have 
the following composition based on the conversion 
of   monomer to polymer» 

Polymer 87.5 i 

Monomer 12.0 $ 

Other components, 
e.g. Ti02, H20, etc. 0.5 % 

3. Production losses: 

(a) Solid waste: 

Solid waste from spinning 2 ft 
Solid waste from take-up 1 % 
Solid waste from draw-twisting 3 $ 
Monomer recovery from solid waste 60 $ 

(b) Extraction water: 

Monomer concentration in extraction water     6.5 % 
Monomer recovery from extraction water        8O.O % 
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Ann«« III 

8PKIFICATI0NB OF RAW AMD AUXILIARY MATBtlALS AND PRODUCTS 
I 

A.    Biw and auxiliary materials 

1.     Caprolactam 

Specification Unit 

Moltcular formula C^KO 
Molecular weight 113.16 

Purity i 99.8 (Min.) 

Bulk danaity kg/litra 0.6 to 0.7 

Halting point °C 68.8 (Min.) 

Appearance Solidt unita oryatallina 
Holtent ciaar liquid 

Colour of aqueoua solution^ APHA 10 (Rax.) 

Permanganate nurnber^ Second 3000 (Hin.) 

Volatila basée PP» 8 (RM.) 

Fraa basse «¿/kg 5 (Ma*.) 

Water contant i 0.1 (Rax.) 

Iron oontant ppa 1 (Rax.) 

Watar insolublee PP« 10 (Rax.) 

Filtrata ignition raaidua PP« 20 (Rax.) 

£y   Viaual comparison of 40 % aolution, oal cui atad on a 100 % basis. 
*    3 g of caprolaotaa in 100 «1 watar with 1 si M/lO KRRO*. 

2.     Qlaoial acatie acid 

Specification Unit 

Holaoular formula 

Rolacular waight 

Appaaranoa 

Purity 

Concentration 

Spacifio gravity 

Halting point 

Iron aa Fa 

Sulphate as 8O4 

Chloride aa CI 

CH3COOH 

60 

Colourleaa, suspension 
free liquid 

% 99.5 (Hin.) 

$ 99 

1.055 to 1.058 
9C 16.7 (Hin.) 

1 (Hax.) 

pp» 2 (Rax.) 

pps 1 (Rax.) 



3.      Titanium dioxide 
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Specification Unit 

Molecular formula 

Molecular weight 

Type 

TiOo content 

Specific  gravity 

Refractive index 

Brightness 

Ti02 

80 

AnataB« grade 

95 («in.) 
3.8 

2.5 
good 

4.      Diphyl 

Specification Unit 

Content of di phenyl 

Content of diphenyl oxide 

Colour of the solid product 

Colour of the liquid 

Application in permanent operation 

Boiling point at  1   atm 

Boiling range 

Solidification point 

Water content at 20°C 

Density of the liquid at 20°C 

t 26.5 

i 73.5 

Yellowish-white 

Colourless to 
yellowish (oleer) 

°c Up to 400 

°c 256-258 

°c 1.0 

°c 12.3 

wtjt 0.02 

kg/m3 1062 

I 
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i.   ZOÉIfiU 

1. 

fpooi fi cation Unit 

Appaaranoa Oolourlaaa 

Biaanaloa 3M aia.» 3am (ojrliaérioal) 

loiiálfloatton rauf« •e 210 to 217 

Bulk danaity at 20° C k#/aP 6Ô0 

Matar contatit * 0.05 (*».) 
Titanium dioxida oontant WT|I 0 to 3 aeoaréiaf 

to appi1oat ion 

Dust contant * 0.02 (**.) 

Hot wator axtractablti * 0.50 (**.) 

Koiatura pickup at 65 % t. H * 4.5 
•water of blaok and/or ooloaraá 

•poti par 10f of ohipa 2 (ate.) 

2.   irUtH n\wms IMI 

•pool ft oat ion Uftit •aaafllaaaat            •ultifUaaaat 

Titra éaalar 15/1. »i 'i           40/10, H/ao 

Daaiar variation c* 3.0 1.5 
Uetor UMVWMMM OH 1.5 1.5 
Tanaoitjr at krtak •/«•• 5.0 4.5 
floatation at fcraak i 35-5 35 î 5 
•oilinc akriakafa $ 15 * 1T 15 * 1T 
•ittraot oontant % t.O 1.0 

Pilli pankaga «aifht • it» 1050 
Fall pirn jriaU 

Pirat quality jranr* 
fi 
i 

•0 

•5 
•0 

•5 

I 

*    tua fi rat «ualit/ /ara la aafiaat 
taa itovi apaolfioatioM. 

M fall atpaa **•«% 
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Annex IV 

UTILITY  SPEC I PI CATIONS 

1*    Luff 
K.P.   steam (saturated),  k^/cm2g 12.5 - 10 fi 

2.      Wttw 

(»)    Cooling wattr 

Typ« of ayatemt    Recirculating with raw water makeup 

Battery limit pressure  at grade-levelI 

Supply, kg/cm'g 3.0 
Return, kg/cnrg 2.5 

Temperatur« i 

Supply, °C 32 
H«turn, °C 42 

Total alkalinity, ppm as CaCOj 100 to  120 

Calcium harineaa, ppm a« CaCO} 300 (Max.) 

Total hardneaa, ppm as CaCO, 700 (Max.) 

Chlorid« content, ppm as NaCl 750 (Max.) 

Silica content,  ppm as  Si02 125 (Max.) 

Total dissolved solids,   ppm 15OC (max.) 

Suspended bolide, ppm 60 to 90 

pH value 7.0 to 7.5 

(fc) JMiptrftUit* wttr 
Battery unit preaeure at grade-level, 
«eTAm2*- 4.0 

Temperature ambient 

Total hardneae, ppm as CaCO-j 0.25 (Max.) 

Total dissolved solids,   ppm 3 (Max.) 

tilica content, ppm as Si02 0.20 (Max.) 

Chloride content, ppm as CI 3 (Max.) 

Iron content, ppm 0.05 (Max.) 

pH 7.0 to 7.5 

ipmcific reaiatance 
at  25°C,  ohm-cai 500,000 

(e) <Mi.f# mHt 
Type of system!    reoiroulatinf 

Battery limit preaeur« at grade-level1 

Supply1 Kf/°"2f 
Return, kg/om g 

4.0 
2.0 

Temperature 1 

Supply, °c 
Return, °C 

10 
16 

I 
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(4) 

(•) 

(O 

(•) 

(à) 

Total diaaolvad sol ila, ppa 

Total hardnaaa, ppa ai CaOOj 

Chlorida oontant, ppa aa CI 

Silioa oontant, ppa aa 8i02 

Turbidity 

pH 

10 (Hai.) 

0.2«, (**•) 

3 
0.6 

0 

7 to 7-5 

Nr*0! wtt*tr 
Battary liait praaaura at frada-laval, 
k|/«ri 4.0 
Taniparatura Aabiaat 

Calcium hardnaaa, ppa aa CaCOi 120 

Maajnaaiua hardnaaa, ppa aa CaCO^ 160 

Total hardnaaa, ppa aa CaCOj 280 

Alkalinity, ppa t\a CaCOj 400 

Total diaaolvad aolida, ppa 750 
lilioa oontant, ppa aa 8i02 50 
Chlorida oontant, ppa aa MaCl 300 
pH valua 7 to 8 

Plaat air ma iMtnanoA air 
lattar/ liait praaaura, kf/oa2f 7 
Saw point, °C -20 (•*.) 
Oil oontant Oil fraa 

•uapandad partiolaa •aaai   duat fraa 

Iaart ami (»itroaaa) 

Praaaura, kf/oa g 10 

Oaygati oontant t 

for polyaariaation aaotion, ppa 
for apinninf aaotion, ppa 

$rdrof«n oontant 

Da« point, °C 

LHL¿U 
Calorifio valua, koal/kf 

Elnaaatlc viaooaity at 50°C, ott 

Plaah point (Panaky-iartin 
oloaad),°C 

Sulphur oontant, wt.ft 
Matar oontant, wt.fj 
Aaa, wt.ft 

10 < 
3 (• 

.) 
t.) 

Traoaa 

-20 (Nu.) 

10,000 

80 (Nix.) 

I 
1 
I 

Voltata 

Praquanoy, Ha 

420/220Í 10 % 

50*3* 
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AaajxjÉ 

PHYSICAL PR0PÎRTI1S OP RAW AND AUXILIARY MATERIALS AMD PRODUCTS 

A.    Caprolactam 

Phyileal proparty 

Molacular formula 

C6H11R0 

(C H10CONH) 

Mol acular -waight 

Appaaranca (salt) 

Danaity of solid 
lactam 

Bulk danaity 

Danaity of moltan 
lactam, p. 

Malting point,  * 

Unit 

g/cm 

g/oa 

g/om 

Solidification point,•   °C 

Boiling point 

At 

HOC 

1—1 
2 

C 
«2 

113.16 

Rafar- 
anoa 

Solidt    whita cryatallina 
Mol tant    olaar liquid 

(C10 APHA) 

1 

1 

20°C 1.124 2 

20° C 0.5 to 0.7 2 

PL. 1.075 - 7.7 x 10"4*i 2 

(whara  •  i a tamparatura in   C) 

80°C 1.013 2 

77°C 1.03 

69.2 for pura lactam 2 

em - 69.2 - 2.94 ow 2 

(whara ow ia watar contant in $) 

e§ - 69.2 - 3.57 cw 2 

(whara ow ia watar oontant in $>) 

1 atm 268.5 2 

100 m 1 200.0 3 

Flaah point 125 
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Physical property Unit At Bsfar- 
•no« 

Ignition point 

Vapour pressure, P 

°C 

amHg 

snlfe 20° C 

139                                                       2 

log p - 8.90 - -ä*|22                  2 

(whara T is taaparatura in   K) 

40.1 

Haat of vaporisa+ion,    oal/g 
AH.. 

Haat of aolidifioation cal/g 

HMt of fusion o*l/f 

Haat of combustion        oal/g 

268.5°C 

Heat of polymari- 
aation 

Haat oapaoity 

Visoosity of saltan 
lactam, n. 

oal/f 

oal/g°C 

oP 

Rtfraotiv« indas, r\ 

25°c 
35°c 
70°C 

160°C 

80°C 

78°C 

40°C 

3o°c 

ÄHy - I72.6 - O.2I5 • 
(whars *  i» t••paratura 
in^C) 

115 

30 to 35 

29 

7,616 * 20 

33.6 

O.3299 
0.3394 
O.506O 

log n   • iijp - 2.70 
(vnara T is t —paratura la °K) 

1.8 

8.7 

9.0 
40 

D30 
1.4935 
1.4965 

e 

t 

1 

t 

1 

1 
1 
1 

t 
2 
1 

1 
1 

I 

Solubility in «atar      g/100 g 
solution 

0°C 

20°C 
25°C 
40°C 
60°C 

72 

82 

84 
90 
96.6 

t 
3 
I 
I 
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Physical property Unit At Rafar- 
snca 

Solubility in 
btnssn* 

g/100 g 
solution 

o°c 

20° C 

25 

43 

2 

2 

40o c 60.5 2 

60°C 78 2 

Dansity of solu- 
tion in watsr,  P 

g/<m 20°C p   • 0.99 + 8.8 i 10~*C w         " 
(whara C is concentration 
of lactaa) 

2 

Refractive indsx of 
solution in watsr, " 

n\ 'iD
25 • 1.333 + 1.66 x 10"*C 

(whara C is concentration 
of laotam) 

2 

Visoosity of watsr oP 20° C 1.43 (10)1) 

2.87 (30*) 

4.16 (40*) 

2 

2 

2 

toiiroaat 

1. atri S. Olivar,  "Iylon-6",  iMffl |¡ ¡ i]  (?»lo Uto, Prooaas Beonoaios 
Profraa,  Stanford Rasaaroh Instituts), p. 158,  I59,  I60 and 163. 

2. Kuastitoff-Handbuofa. Band VI (Polyaaiaa), p. 677. 

3. jgjyffi' r* ^î_0' ?h3raioml PHMtti<fc G"C Mition,  Catalogua 

I 

B. 

Physioal proparty Unit At lafar- 
•noa 

Hol soul ar formula 

H- I — (CBj).- C -OH 

Mol soular waigat 10,000 to  20,000 

Dansity *v to°c 1,130 

Bulk dansity •I/«3 10° c 660 

Halting point °c «5 
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Physical property Unit At Refer- 
ence 

Softenirig point °C 170 

Melt viscosity P 250o C 2,200 

Relative solution 
viscosity a/f   1    , 

2.2 - 2.6 1 

Heat  capacity oal/g °C 

o°c 
100°C 

150°C 

250o c 

O.485 +3.36 

(where T is 

0.33 

0.472 

0.510 

O.58O 

x 10"4T                           1 

t esq? er ature in   C) 

Heat of fusion cal/g 215°C 34-5 1 

Heat of vaporisation c*l/« 116 

Sourest    Bari D. Oliver, "Nylon-6" • fltrort ¡fît 1 fi  (Palo Alto, Prooess 
Economics Progran,  Stanford Research Institut« and 161. 

a,/   The relativ« solution visoosity is determinad as solution in sulphuric 
acid and is related to the avara«« rolecular weight by the equation» 

»r« 11,300 (np#1-1) 

C.    Dinari 

Diphyl is an eutectic »ixtur« of 73.3JC by weight of diphanyloxid« and 

&>.5% by weight of diphenyl.    It has virtually on« «infle boiling point and 

on« «ingle solidification point.    0th«r properties of diphyl are list«d b«low. 

Physical proparty Unit At 

Chemical formula of 
di phenyl 

Chemioal formula of 
diphanyl oiid« 

Molecular weight of dlpheayl 

C6VC6S 

154 

I 
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Physical property Unit At 

Molecular weight of diphenyl oxide 170 

Mean molecular weight of diphyl 165JÓ 

Colour of solid product Yellowish-white 

Colour of liquid Colourless to 
yellowish (clear) 

Odour Geranium 

Miscibility with water Practically nil 

Application in permanent operation °C Up to 400 

Boiling point °C 1 atm 256 to 258 

Boiling range °C 1.0 

Solidification point °C 12.3 

Water content Wtjg 20° C 0.02 

Flash point °c 115 

Fire point °c 138 

Ignition temperature in air °C 615 

Ignition temperature in oxygen °C 550 

Ignition group °1 
Lower explosion limit of vapour in air   vol£ 101 

Upper explosien limit of vapour in air   voljC 3.47 

Dens ^y of liquid **>3 

*f>3 

20°C 1,062 

Density of vapour 1 ata 3.8 

Vapour pressure */•* 400°C 11.3 

Heat of vaporisation kcal/kg 1 ata 69 

Specific heat of liquid kcal/feg °C 20° C 0.38 

Thermal conductivity of liquid koai/m h °C 20° C 0.12 

Dynamic viscosity of liquid oP 20° C 4.34 

Kinematic viscosity of liquid oft 20°C 4.04 

Dielectric resístanos 20°C 3.30 

Electric resístanos olMft-om 20°C 1.35 * to11 

dross calorific value koel/Wg 8,970 

let oalorific value koel/Wg 8,650 

I 
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Annex VI 

PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

A.    Monomer melting 

Flaked lactam is charged into a melting tank through the feeding 

device fitted with a built-in lump crusher to break any lumps of lactam 

if formed during storage.    A fan in the  feeding device removes any dust 

formed.    The melting tank is   jacketed  for hot water heating and provided 

with an inner ntcam heating coil.    Lactam is melted in an inert atmosphere 

of nitrogen to prevent oxidation. 

Molten lactam is pumped into the mixing tank through a basked type 

filter to remove any foreign matter.    Catalyst and stabiliser are charged 

to the mixing tank where the agitator provides for intimate mixing.    The 

stabilised caprolactam is discharged to the rundown tank through a filter. 

As the lactam has to be kept under a nitrogen blanket, the lactam mei ter, 

mixing tank and rundown tank are all connected to a compensation vessel, 

maintained under a specified nitrogen pressure to compensate for level 

changes in the tanks.    The run down tank serves as a surge vessel for 

subsequent  continuous feed to the V.K.  tube reactor. 

All the tanks and lines handling molten lactam are jacketed for hot 

water heating. The hot water circulation system consists of an expansion 

vet «1, circulation pumps and heat exchanger for stessi heating of the hot 

water. Return water from jackets of tanks and lines is pumped through the 

heat exchanger to control temperature of the circulating water which goes 

to the jackets of bhe tanks and lines. 

B.    Peiustrant preparation 

Titanium dioxide, used to control lustre in the yarn is prepared in 

a separate system.    It consists of a Ti02 preparation tank and a oolloid 

•ill for microgrinding of Ti02.    TiQ2 suspension is prepared with distilled 

water and some quantity of lactam and chemicals to impart stability to the 

emulsion.    After suspension has achieved the desired particle sise of Ti02, 

it is transferred to Ti02 surge tank through mixing and settling tank whioh 

removes cvereised Ti02 partióles.    The surge tank is kept under agitation. 

I 
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Predetermined quantifies of the stabilized lactam and the TÌO2 

suspension are pumped to the mixing chamber of the V.K. tube reactor 

by two component metering pumps from where it is continuously fed to 

the V.K. tube polymerization reactor. 

C. Polymerization 

The process for polymerization is a continuous one. The polymerization 

takes place under atmospheric pressure. The V.K. tube is a jacketed 

stainless steel column divided into four parts and connected by flanges. 

The upper two sections are heated by diphyl in the jackets by electric 

immersion heaters located directly at the reactor jacket. The lower parts 

of the V.K. tube reactor are heated by diphyl circulation system consisting 

of diphyl pumps and heaters. All the diphyl jackets are connected to the 

expansion vessels which are blanketed with nitrogen. 

A small distillation column and a reflux condenser are provided at 

the top of the V.K. tube reactor. Water vapours leaving at the top of the 

reactor carry some lactam vapours. The lactam content gets fractionated 

in the distillation column. A portion of the vapours is condensed in the 

reflux condenser and sent back as reflux. The remaining water vapours are 

condensed in a separate condenser. The condensed water is discharged 

through to a receiver which acts as a seal against the atmosphere. 

The melt flows through the tube continuously, running down on baffles. 

The residence time in the reactor is roughly twenty hours. The polymer 

outlet at the lower part of the reaction is fitted with metering pumps. 

The pumps deliver the polymer to the spinning head through a diphyl 

jacketed pipe. The pumps are coupled to the adjustable drives which 

provides for a control of polymer discharge from the V.K. tube. The 

polymer gets filtered in the spin packs and is extruded in the form of 

spaghettis through spinnerets. The spaghettis pass through a cooling pan 

containing demineralized water. The temperature of cooling pan water is 

controlled by means of a recirculation system consisting of a pump and 

heat exchanger. 

The strings are drawn off via a squeezing (take off) device and fed 

to the chip cutter. A roller pulls the strings in the cutter and they are 

out by the blades into chips of about 2 to 3 mm. The chips from the cutter 

are led to chip silo from where they are fed to the extractor. 

I 
I 
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D. Chip washing and drying 

At polymerization equilibrium about 90 % of monomer is converted 

to polymer. The rest of 10 %  consiste, mainly, of the monomer and i  me 

cyclic dimere and trimers. The unreacted monomer and other lot, inouoular 

components should be extracted in order to avoid difficulties in spinning 

and yarn processing operations. This ie done by boiling water extraction. 

The extraction is carried out in three stages by a counter current cycle. 

The water for extraction i3 supplied from three tanks by a free flow 

pump and the hot water temperature is maintained by the heat exchanger. 

The washing is started with the maximum monomer enriched water from previous 

batch and ends with fresh demineralized water. In this way every batch of 

ctupa is washed thrice. After each washing, water is transferred to the 

next tank. Monomer enriched water, from the final tank, is sent for recovery 

of monomer. 

The chips, after washing, are pneumatically conveyed to the batch 

centrifuge where their moisture content is reduced to less than 1 %. 

Centrifuged chips are transferred to intermediate storage silos fron where 

they are charged into jacketed vacuum drier. The chips must be completely 

free of moiBture (0.1$ max. allowable moisture) as the presence of moisture 

causes breakages during filament spinning. The jacket of the drier is 

supplied with hot water from a circulation system consisting of a surge tank, 

a heat exchanger and a pump, and it maintains drier temperature at 90° to 

95°C. Vacuum to the drier is applied by low and high vacuum pumpB and the 

final vacuum is of the order of 1.0 torr. 

An oil scrubber in the vacuum system prevents chips powder/dust from 

getting into the vacuum pumps. After drying, chips are pneumatically 

conveyed to the chips silos. Pure nitrogen is used as the medium for 

conveying. The conveying system consists of the lift gas blower, dust 

catcher, filters and coolers. The chips from the storage silos are 

pneumatically conveyed to the extruder feed silos for spinning the filament 

yarn. 

I. Spinning 

The dried chips are fed to horiBOntal extruders via chips feed silos, 

kept free of oxygen by purging with pure nitrogen. The screw casing in the 

extruder is electrically heated in independent zones and kept at uniformly 
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constant temperatures.    The molten, homogeneously mixed polymer,  is supplied 

to the spinning boxes by distribution pipes.    The spinning box houBes the 

metering pumps which supply the polymer melt to the spinnerets      through 

spin packs for filtering the melt.    The melt comes out of the   spinnerets 

in the  form of filaments.    The holdup time in the distribution pipes, 

spinning boxes etc.  is short and constant  from one spinning position to the 

other which is important  for similar characteristics of all the filaments. 

The melt solidifies as the filaments come  into contact with the nitrogen 

flowing co-currently in the blow ducts.     The nitrogen  in the ducts is blown 

at definite velocity,  temperature and humidity.    Crystallinity in the yarn 

is dependent on the rate of cooling in the blow ducts.    The uniform treatment 

is very essential  for good denier consistency. 

The filaments are drawn off, after passing through spinning tubes,  by 

the take-up machine.    Before being wound up on take-up bobbins,  spin finishes 

are applied by finish rolls to the yarn to  give the  filaments antistatic 

properties,  smoothness,  adhesiveness and adequate moisture pick up.   The 

finish solutions are made in a separate  system and are supplied to the finish 

rolls by a circulating system. 

Godets,  drive rolls and traverse motion for making yarn packages in the 

take-up machines are driven at very uniform speeds with the help of synchronous 

motors.    The speeds are controlled by frequency converter sets. 

The filament take-up bobbins are retained in a conditioned room for 

12-16 hours for yarn conditioning, before sending to the draw twister for 

stretching of the yarn. 

P.    Draw twisting 

The take-up bobbins carrying undrawn yarn are loaded onto the draw 

twisting machine.    The filaments are cold stretched and are drawn approximately 

four times to obtain longitudinal orientation of the molecular chains.    The 

stretching is carried out at controlled temperature and humidity.    During this 

process the yarn gets its specific strength and elongation properties. 

After being drawn off the bobbin,   the yarn runs  through a thread guide 

and tension bars for adjustments of tension in the yarn.    The yarn then passes 

through the feed roller and goes to the chromium plated godet.    ThiB region 

between the feed roller and the godet is the drawing zone.    A mechanical  pull 
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is exerted because of the difference in speedB of the feed roller and the 

godet. The yarn is then taken-up on a rotating cop. The build up of the 

cop i¿ regulated by a traverse mechanism of the ring rails. A traveller, 

through which the yarn passes before being wound up on the cop,  runs 

circiunferentially on the ring and gives a uniform package build up. 

0.     Caprolactam recovery section 

The polymerization waste from spinning,  take-up and draw twisting 

sections together with a non-volatile acid, like  phosphoric is charged in 

lots in a depolymerization reactor where it is treated with superheated 

steam.    The steam promotos depolymerization,  vaporizes reconstituted 

caprjlactam and acts as a carrier for the vapour.     The vapour is condensed, 

and stored in a tank.    If necessary,   it is treated with potassium permanganate 

(KMnO^) which helps in improvement of permanganate number in the recovered 

lactam.    The treated solution is filtered and collected in an intermediate 

tank and then sent to a three stage evaporator. 

The wash water from the extraction section is received in a separate 

tank and pumped to the three-stage evaporator.    The wash water and 

depolymerized solution are evaporated either together or separately, 

depending upon the quality of the depolymerized solution and the product 

specifications desired.    It is concentrated to a 70 $ lactam solution in the 

evaporator and then treated with NaOH solution which acts as a stabilizer 

during distillation.    The treated solution is transferred to the distillation 

still which is operated batch-wise and under vacuum and is heated by steam 

OOilB. 

The distillation is carried out in four cuts.    The first cut is collected 

up to 110 C.    It is mainly water and is drained out.    The second cut is 

collected between 110°C and 115°C.     It is mainly water along with some 

quantity of lactam.    When the temperature becomes steady at 115°C,  pure lactam 

starts coming out and is transferred to the   jacketed  lactam tank under nitrogen 

blanketing.      When the temperature startB rising again the fourth cut is 

collected which is lactam with some oligomers.    This operation is carried up 

to  165°C after which the portion remaining in the still, which is mainly 

unconverted polymer,  is drained out. 

The second and fourth cuts are mixed with the next batch.    Pure lactam 

from the lactam tank is passed to the powdering machine where it solidifies 

on a cooled roller and is powdered.    The powdered lactam is filled up in bags, 

weighed and transferred to the polymerization section. 
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Annex VII 

EQUIPMENT LIST POR NYLON-6 PLANT 

Number 
required 

Description Material 

A. Monomer melting 

Feeding device with built-in lump crusher 

Lactam nelter jacket for hot water heating, 
inner steam heating coil 

Lactam pumps centrifugal type,   jacket for 
hot water heating 

Lactam filters basket  type,  filter jacket 
for hot water heating 

Mixing tank jacket  for hot water heating, 
with agitator 

Compensation vessel jacket for steam heating 

Sealing tank 

TÌO2 preparation tank,  with agitator 

Colloid mill for micro grinding, with sealing 
liquid system and built-in drive 

T1O2 mixing and settling tank,  with agitator 

TÌO2 surge tank,  with agitator 

Two-component metering pumps for proportioning 
of lactam and TÌO2 suspension,   jacket for steam 
heating, with DC-drive and electrical control 
for the DC motors 

Run down tank,   jacket  for hot water heating 

Metering tube jacket for hot water heating 

Mixing chamber jacket for hot water heating 

Hot water circulation pumps (1  (stand by) 

Heat exchanger for hot water system 

Expansion vessel for hot water system 

Dust exhaust fan 

Lactam filter, with jacket for hot water 
heating 

B. Polymerization 

V.K. tube with internals to guide the melt flow, 
diphyl heated by heat exchangers flanged between 
the V.K. tube sections and by heating jackets 

Overhead distillation column filled with 
rasching ringB 

SS 

SS with CS jacket, 
SS coil 

SS with CS jacket 

SS with CS jacket, 
SS wire mesh 

SS with CS jacket, 
SS agitator 

SS with CS jacket 

CS 

SS 

SS 

SS 

SS 

SS 

SS with CS jacket 

SS with CS jacket 

SS with CS jacket, 
SS internals 

CS 

CS 

CS 

SS 

SS with CS jacket, 
SS wire mesh 

SS with CS jackets, 
SS internals 

SS 
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Number 
required 

Description «eteri »J. 

1 

1 

3 

3 

3 

2 

1 

1 

1 

3 

3 

1 

4 

1 

1 

2 

1 

2 

5 

Vapour condenser 

Reflux condenser 

Seel pot 

Metering pumps precision fear pumps, jacket 
for diphyl heating 

Slide valves for the spinning pumps 

Pump shafts (1 spare) for the spinning puaps, 
complete with shear pin and coupling 

Adjustable drives with DC motors, including 
electrical control for the DC motors 

Diphyl storage tank with internal coil for 
steam heating 

Diphyl condenser 

Diphyl feed pump, centrifugal type 

Diphyl heaters for electrical heating 

expansion vessels for diphyl cycles 

Spaghetti spinning head, for 2 spinneret paoks, 
jacket for Dowtherm heating 

Spinneret packs with distribution plates and 
spinnerets 

Cooling pan, for cooling strands from 
2 spaghetti spin packs 

Take-off device, complete with drive 
and infinitely variable gear 

Chip cutters, complete with drive and 
infinitely variable gear 

Quench water cooler 

Quench water circulation pumps, centrifugal type 

Diphyl circulation pumps, canned motor pumpa 

Shell-side 88, 
tube-side CS 

88, glase 

CS, special steel 

CS 

CI 

et 
CS 

CS 

CS 

SS with CS jaoket 

CS 

88, 08 

88, CS 

Shell-mide 88, 
tube-aide CS 

88 

CS 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2 

4 

C. Discontinuous extraction 

Chip silos 

Extractor, with internals for guiding the chip 
flow and a steam heating jacket at the vessel 
bottom 

Free flow pumps 

Centrifuge 

Chip silos 

Extraction water tanks 

88 

88 

88 

88 with CS jacket 

J 
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Number 
required 

Description Nat«rial 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

3 

9 

3 

6 

6 

Lactam water pumps, centri fugai   type 

Heat exchanger 

ChipB silo 

Cyclone 

D.    Chip drying, transportation ana storage 

Tumbling driers,   16 m    volume, with special 
gear motor 

Oil scrubber,  with heating dev* oe and 
a bed of rasching rings 

Oil pump of special design 

Low vacuum pump,   roots  type 

Condenser, with condensate collecting vessel 

High vacuum pump,  rotary oil  seal type 

Heat exchanger 

Hot water circulation pumps 

Expansion vessel 

date valve for emptying the chips out of the 
drier,   special  vacuum-tight design 

Liftgas blowers, roots type, complete with motor, 
belt drive, silencers, compensator, safety valves 
for ovpr and under pressure 

Dust catcher,  with gear motor for change 
of the filter bags 

Liftgas filter before  blower 

Liftgas filter after blower,   candle filter type 

Liftgas cooler for cooling 

Rotary gates below the chip silos,  complete with 
gear motor 

Pipe switches, piston operated (pressurized air 
of 5 to 8 atm) with operating pistons and limit 
switches 

Cyclones at the inletB of 3 storage silos 
and 6 extruder feed silos 

Chip storage silos 

E.    Spinning 

Extruder feed silos 

Connection pieces between extruder feed siloi 
and extruders 

SS 

Shell-side CS, 
tube-side 38 

SS 

38 

SS, CS 

CS 

CS 

CS 

CS 

CS 

CS 

CS 

CS 

BS 

CS 

SS 
CS 

CS 

SS, AI, CS 

CS 

SS 

SS 

SS 

SS 

88 

J 
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Number 
r «quired 

6 

24 

6 

i 

48 

46 

3 

144 

384 

384 

64 

100 

1 

3 

1 

4 

Description Material 

Extruders  (malting capacity approx.  105 kg/hr) 
electrically heated, pressure controlled,   oooled 
chips feeding system, including drive and motor, 
control center and measuring head 

Melt distribution pipes,   for distribution of 
melt to 4 spinning boxes each 

Spinning boxes,  each equipped with two spinning 
positions,  provided for Dowtherm heating 

Spinning pump main drives with DC motor,  gear, 
connection shaft and coupling, each to drive 
8  spinning positions (16 quadruple spinning pumps) 

Dowtherm evaporators for electrical heating 

Blow ducts 

Spinning tubes 

Take-up machines for textile yarn, double-sided 
design, equipped with traverse motion system 

lach machine has 8 spinning positions per side, 
16 in total, separate drive for finishing and 
moistening, also separate for each side and 
includes! 

Generator set for godets, drive rolle and 
travers motion system. 

One additional generator set for machine 
3 for different take-up speed on each aide. 

One additional  set of change parte for the 
traverse motion system of one side for machine 
3 to change the winding from   multifilaments 
to monofilaments. 

Spinning accessories comprising quadruple spinning 
pumps 4 x 0.6 ftp/rev (96 in operation, 48  stand by) 

Spinnerets, 30 mm 0, 10 holes (round) to  den 
(max. 192 in operation,   192 stand by) 

Spinnerets, 50 mm 0 holes (round)  for 15 and 20 den 
(max. 192 in operation,   192 stand by) 

Spinnerets, 70 mm 0, 34 holes (round) for 100 den 
and 70 den (max.   32 in operation,   32 stand by) 

Spinneret packs for 2 spinnerets 70 mm 0 (max.  16 
in operation, 16 Btand by)(alternatively 64 
spinneret packs for 1 spinneret) 

Preheating oven for pumpe and spinnerets 

Precision scales, O-100 g 

Air velocity meter 

Stop watches 

Barrel lined with 
X-alloy, CS 

88 with CS jacket 

88 with C8 jacket 

CB 

AI, CS 

il, CS 

I 
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Number 
required Description Material 

I 
I 
I 

2 Revolution counters, 0-1,000 rev./min. 

I 1 Communication system between spinning and take-up 

4 Table ecaleB, 0 - 10 kg 

I 1 Set of operating tools (hooks, scrapers, etc.) 

4 Assembly fixtures for spinneret packs 

2 Assembly fixtures for spinning pumps 

1 Complete set of general and special tools for 
spinning plant 

1 Spinneret testing device 

41500 Sets of filters and gaskets 

8,000 Take-up bobbins 

20 Spray-cans for spinnerets 

Nolykote paste, 4 kg 

1 Finishing and wetting system, complete with 
3 preparation tanks for finish oil and 3 preparation 
tanks for moistening   emulsion 

P.    Draw-twisting 

17 Draw-twisters for textile filaments, each with 156 
stretching positions,  complete with machine frane, 
drive with transmission gears, bobbin holders, inlet 
filament guide, feeding mechanism, draw godets, 
hydraulic ring-rail motion 

Draw-twister accessories 

102 Sets of change gear wheels for draw ratio sets 01 cnange gea 
(6 sets/machine) 

I 83 Sets of change gear wheels for draw-twisting speed 
* (5 sets/machine; 

151 Change pulleys for spindle speed (3/machine) 

3,000 run-off covers 

1 Lubrication device for spindles 

I 20 Electrically heated waste cutting knives 

10 Traveller pixers 

I 1 Set special tools 

1 Spindle band sewing machine 

1 1 Waste cutting unit 
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Number 
raqui rtd 

Description Material 

0.   Caprolactam recovery •action 

Steam superheaters 

Depolymeriiation reactor 

Condenser cum cooler 

Raw monomer receiving tank 

Transfer pumpe 

Mixing vessel with agitator 

Treatment tank with agitator 

Filter feed pumps 

Filter 

Intermediate tank 

Tranefar pumps 

Wash-water receiving tank 

Wash-water feed pumps 

Three stage evaporator 

Concentrated solution storage tank 

Concentrated solution transfer pumps 

Shell and tube condensar 

Mixing vessel with agitator 

Treatment tank with agitator 

Distillation etili, with heating coil and jacket 

Distillation overhead condensar 

Protective condenser 

Intermediate jacketed tanks 

Multi-stage steam jet ejector system 

Sealing tank 

Recovered lactam pumps 

Jacketed   lactam tanks 

Powdering machine 

Flash drum 

Dietilled-watar tank 

Distilled-water transfer pump 

Bagging and weighing amohine 

SI 
8B 

88 

88 

88 

88 

88 

88 

88 

88 

88 

88 

C8 

CS 

88 with CS jacket 
and 88 ooil 

88 

88 with CS jacket 

CS 

CS 

88 

88 with CS jacket 

88 

CS 

CS 

CS 

CS 

I 
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Number 
required 

Description 

H.    Auxiliary units 

Nitrogen purification unit, complet« with nitrogen storage 
tank purification system, pressure reducer, oxygen tracer, 
switchboard with hydrogen analyser 

Complete cleaning unit for cleaning spinning pumpe and 
spinneret  packs 

I»    Textile laboratory 

Analytical  balance,  weighing; range:    0-10OO g,  accureoyi     10 

Microscope,  binocular, with object micrometer, graduated dial 
objective  revolver objective 3.2/012 

10/0.25 
40/O.65 

ocular        10 x 
ocular 6 x 

Microtome 

Precision yarn reels with meter control, reel 
circumference 1    1 m, with 5 reeling positions 

High-speed scale for table mounting, weighing range 1    0-10 kg 

Denier balances,    weighing range!    0-100 den 
filament  suspension!    90 m 

Precision yarn reels,  motor   driven, with meter control, reel 
circumference!    1 m, with 5 reeling positions, draw-off devio« 
for pirns 

Automatic strength tester, with multiple bobbin attachment 

Yarn evenness tester (seriplane), motor driven, with winding 
boards 600 x 26o x 160 mm 

Minding boards *00 x 260 x  I60 mm 

Electronic  "USTER" evenness tester, model C, with rotafil 
and integrator 

Research microscope, binocular with polarisator and analysator 
lenses, objective revolver and complete attachment  for camera 

objective!    6.5/0.18 3.5/10 
II/O.25 10/25 
11/0.45 40/65 

ocular 6 x 
ocular 10 x 

Torsion precision ocales, weighing rang«!    0-30 mg 

Mechanical  filament tension meters, ränget   1-12 ff 

Mechanical  filament tension-meters, ränget   5-50 ff 

Stroboscope for 600-14|00O reV»in« 

Densimeter for 0-100° shore-hardness 

Balance for table mounting, range 0-10 kg, with high speed 

I 
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Nusber 
required Description 

4 

300 

300 

300 

20 

1 

12 

1 

5 
5 
5 
3 

15 

3 

2 

3 

1 

3 

1 

2 

5 
1 

1 

1 

30 

2 

1 

1 

20 

1 

Sets, preparation and lantet needles 

Specimen holders 76 x 26 MM 

Coverslipm  18 x 18 an 

Coversiipa  18 x 36 mi 

Bottom die« 80 x 25 mm, 6 holes 0.8 MI di »Meter 

J.    Che»ical laboratory 

Melting point apparatus,with test tubes 

Colour comparison tubes with shadowless   bottom, 
10 ml volume (Messler tubes) 

Constant  temperature bath for 20°C 

•eitaeier tops of special design 

Liebif condensers 

Absorption receivers to Fresenius) of special 

Magnetic  stirrers 

Teflon stirrinf bars 

Hydrometers, range 1,000-1,070 °M 

Acid pump« 

Stirrers with motor 

pH meter with electrodes, with teexpereture noafsjimaior 

Platinum dishes, 8-9 om diameter 

Photometer, Uko II, complete 

Filters 490 M 

Bulbs, depth of bed 2 mm 

Ruffle furnace 

Analytical  balance, Model 5B, Net tier 

Karl Fischer titrator, complete, with one »far« eleotroda wilt 

Titration cells 

Pipet fillinf attachments 

Hifh speed incinerator 

Hot-plate  for Irlenaejrer flaek 

Suspension cylinders 

Immersion refraotoMeter, Zeiss, with Pris« 1 (not temperatole), 
raufe 1.325-1.366, complete, with a spare prism and 20 refrecto- 
meter (laames 

I 

1 
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Nuaiber 
r«qulr«d Description 

1 

1 

1 

10 

10 

1 

1 

10 

10 

25 

3 

12 

2 

5 

3 

Constant temperatura bath for tesiperinf the fleaks 

Constant t ampara tur« bath for immersion, refrectoaatar with 
thermometer, with a joint acal« for 0-50 C,length of at«« 10 cm, 
1/10 graduation 

Shaksr 

Ubbalohde ^iacosimatare II, diamatar of capillary 
approx.  1  mm 

Natal frames for viscoaimet«rs 

Viacoaimatar, conetatit temperature batch with 5 auepaneion 

Diagonal cutting pliera or mill to disintegrata th« ohipa 

Extraction apparatua««,  complata 

Attachments for tha recovery of th« pa tro lau« athar 

Squibb funnels, 250 ml, with ground stopper 

Matar baths, with 4 heating points 

Support rings, aplit type,  10 cm diameter 

Clocks, interval timara,  for 60 minutée 

Deaiccators for 5 flasks, approx. I.D. 300 sa 

Drying ovens 

I 
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Ann;» IX 

BALANCE OP MATERIAL*' 

PURE LACTAM WATER 

ft, 100 kg/d 
26?. s kg/h 

* MELTER 

294.1  kgr/h 

)í.6 kg/d 

Í.9 kg/h 

(W.f kg/..i 
M./ kg/h 

14.Í kg/d 

4     SUSPENSION 

MIXING TANK       t 

7,1 M.b Kg/d 
.90.9 kg/h 

'.:nn:u CHAMBER y 

37? kg/'d 
I"-.'; kg/h 

7,MS'- kg/J 
<14.4 kg/1, 

POLIMERI SATIOI. 

Wafe<-   144 .0 kg'd 
H'.s Kg'h 

""" tarta» j.g kg'd 
0.4 kg/h 

,',097.0 kg;d 
295.5 kg/h 

'HIP PRODUCTION 

LO S SE 

•M.;-' kg/d 
.11.8 kg/h 

SO.4  kg/d 
7.1   kg h 

7,041.6 kg/d 
293.4 kg/h 

:.
:
:IP MAEKI:;J    t 

c0?{ RECC.W 

Laotíim    V9«6  kg'd 
7.9  kg h 

Water ?,?S4.0 kg' 
"'••^  kg n 

WASTE 

La-tarn W.f kg/ri  
*S.4  kg-'h 

Water   V"''••  kg/d 
40H. s  kg'h 

La 'ta/n  , ' ," 1 . kg d 
1 ' . > Kg'h 

Water 9,7 l' kg,'a 
114 ng>. 

9,366.4  kg/d 
411.1  kg/h 

MATER 

r.,422.4 kg/d 
¿'67.6 kg/h 

DHïiria 

\T-< te'* 
STEAK 

62.4 kg/d 

MATER 

, Í60 kg d 
76S kg/h 

SPINSI:, 

7^ RECOVERY 

190   kg d 

88.8 kg'd 
3.7 kg/h 

WASTE 

FINISHING 

(O kg'd 

40.S  kg d 

1.7 «4M WONoW¡R WA3Tt 

ti,19'J.7 kg'd 
?5fi.'  kg. h 

il t L>-8 *«•'>> 
TAKE 'JF 

60  kg'd 

•'••l,^/h 

WASTE _iü m 

hOISTIKINO 

',110 kg/d 
7'-7.S kg'h 

DRAW TWISTI:: 

160 kg/d ^~ 
7.rkg/h  

?>,OOO kg d 
2S0 kg/h 

FINAL PRODUCT 

STABILIZER 

16.« kg/d 
0.7 kg/h 

1/ Souroei    Engineers India Limited,  New Delhi. 
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